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Welcome to the world
the most amazing fences

projects

bend edges

powder coating

Realize individual projects
 we on request, the only limit

is your imagination.
 We create custom
 Dimensions.

Bending the edges of the panels.
stiffening

 quick assembly. The bending
 eliminates the need for a frame
since it is replaced by bending.

fast and easy

powder coating
with epoxy primer.
in addition, the

Cut edges smoothed.
we paint in mats

 colors and structures



Designing patterns and visualizations

design and modification
by patterns

customer request

individual pattern
design

graphic visualizations

non-standard
 Dimensions

We create graphic
visualizations. to the

giving customers the choice.
and make the selection easier
 of the perfect pattern.

We design non-standard ones
Dimensions of panels.

we adapt
if the customer already
installed fence posts



bend edges

curved plates are through
the stretching of the

Sheet metal structure much stiffer

stiffening of the plates

easy to assemble

without frame

We have many options
to assemble curved panels,
the simplest is going directly 

to the post screwed

Edge creases on all sides
replace the frame. It is

possible, the top edge twice
 to bend, then the
frame without sharp

ends made



Powder painting

Corrosion-resistant coating
protects metal elements against damage
by Moisture, salinity and oxidation

Zinc base available as
The base is intended for topcoats.

Epoxy primer

Smoothing the edges of the cut

Choice of colors and
structures

The cut edges are additionally
 smooth, which makes them not sharp.

Thanks to the smooth finish, the paint is 
paintedgets into every nook and cranny
 thankswhy painting is very durable

we have a wide range of colors,
The colors are available in the 
structure matt and glossy, 

we also have a hammer structure
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We have many unique designs
of gates and garden gates

AND MUCH MORE
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welded inside screwed from the front

we also make elements from CORTEN boards!

garden gates

We have many
interesting
door handles, we
ask too
door handles with
electromagnet
herehere

GARDEN GATE with in the profile
welded panels

GARDEN GATE with one on
the front of the frame

 screwed bezel



und vieles mehrund vieles mehr

Panele Ozdobne CNC

We have unique fence designs
A B C
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and much more



1.directly to the
screw posts.

by means of holes in
the bends

of the sheet metal

2. Screwing the panels together
with the help of handles.

3.Mounting by means on the post
screwed clamps

4.Installation of panels directly from
in front of the finished frame

Panel mounting options
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Complete sets of fences connected by a pattern!
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Decorations for home and garden

garden ornaments
 flowerpots

The default pot is
180 x 100 x 20 cm,
but it is possible that
to change size.
fill pattern can

according to customer 
requirementsrequirements
be changed

Openwork panels
for house and garden

unique design and
Longevity. It is

possible pattern too
design. The panels
are in every color
from the RAL palette

ppainted



The panels are made of
corten, aluminum
and ordinary
powder coated

sheets. Panels have many
possible uses

 and are ve and are very durable.

Decorative
 panels for garden
Corten and plain
painted sheet metal

suspended metal ceilings,
 unique design

We make records
Order. sample
 can designed
will. we

have an aluminum sheet
 and Corten. We paint
 the  the panels and
 send them with

 grips. Profiles can
 be ordered



OUR PROJECTS











E mail: kontakt@paneleozdobnecnc.pl

Sebastian Masłak
Graphic Designer - Marketing
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technical consultant-contractor
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